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Florida Department of 
Environmental Protection 

Marjory Stoneman Douglas Building 
3900 Commonwealth Boulevard 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-3000 

Rick Scott 
Governor 

Carlos Lopez-Cantera 
Lt. Governor 

Noah Valenstein 
Secretary

July 3, 2018 

NOTICE TO APPLICANTS 
ADDENDUM NO. One (1) 

Grayton Beach State Park  
Campground Reinvestment 
DEP Bid NO. BDC33-17/18  

TO BIDDERS AND PLAN HOLDERS ON THE ABOVE REFERENCED 
PROJECT: PLEASE NOTE CONTENTS HEREIN AND INCLUDE WITH YOUR BID 
SUBMISSION. 

NOTICE 

It will be required that this addendum be signed in acknowledgment of receipt and that it 
be included with your Bid when same is submitted to Adam Browne, Government 
Operations Consultant II, Bureau of Design and Construction, 3800 Commonwealth 
Blvd. MS520, Tallahassee, Florida 32399-3000.  Failure to do so may be grounds for 
rejection of the Bid. 

_______________________________________ 
Signature of Contractor and Date 

The Following statements supersede & supplement the corresponding items in the 
specifications & drawings: 

The attached documents are hereby incorporated into the bid documents: 
 BASE BID UTILITY PAD DETAIL.
 Pre-Bid Meeting Sign In Sheet

1. Question: On page C100 in the middle of the page it says for the existing
pedestals to be removed, saved and relocated which that number should be a total
of 37.
Response: Correct, Contractor shall plan to re-install the existing pedestals from
the 37 existing campsites.
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2. Question: On page E100 bottom right, note 1 says to deliver pedestals to owner, 

does not say to re-install existing pedestals. Also, I do not see on any of the 
electrical sheets to re-install existing pedestals. I know site 38 and 39 will be new, 
but does the other 37 existing sites get new pedestals or do we re- install the one 
that are there now? 
Response: Contractor shall plan to re-install the existing pedestals from the 37 
existing campsites. 
 

3. Question: On page C502 mentions a wet well and note 9 says for the enclosures 
to be 3R or better except for the control panel and it is to be 4X. I see no reference 
on the electrical sheets or in the panel schedules for any electrical to power up a 
wet well. Please advise if there is going to be a wet well and what the electrical 
requirements will be. 
Response: Notes on C502 are “General Notes for DEP”. Per plans, this project 
will NOT have a Wet Well. 
 

4. Question: On page E510 it calls for panel A and B and the ct can to be 316 
stainless steel. But it does not say what the 320A meter can on riser A and the ct 
meter can on riser B to be made of. Do they want standard 3R or stainless-steel 
enclosures? 
Response:  Stainless Steel should be used for the Meter Cans as well.  
 
 

5. Question: Will existing gravel be removed and replaced with new gravel per 
detail? 
Response: Gravel road to be returned to the original condition. 
  

6. Question:  Will all campsites have 6x6 curb around the perimeter of camp site? 
Response: See attached BASE BID UTILITY PAD DETAIL.  
 

7. Question: Will there be available area for laydown? 
Response: A staging or laydown area must be coordinated with the Park Manager 
and the BDC Construction Project Manager. 
 

8. Question: Will Campground be operational while work is being performed? 
Response: The park will be open, but the campground loop will be closed starting 
September 2018. 
 

9. Question: Are there any work hour limitations? 
Response: Work hours will not start before 8 am and will stop at sundown. 
Weekend work is allowed. 
 

10. Question: Is existing sewer manhole remaining or being replaced? 
Response: The existing manhole will remain. 
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In all other respects, the contract documents of which this is an Addendum, and 
attachments relative thereto, shall remain in full force and effect. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




